UE 42 A Neurology

7 ECTS

Content

Module 1: Inflammatory and degenerative diseases
Classes’
   Reminders of neurophysiology
   Parkinson’s disease and treatment
   Multiple sclerosis (MS) and treatment
   Alzheimer’s disease and treatment
   Toxicity and neurodegeneration

Tutorials’
   Treatment of Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases

Module 2: Epilepsy, migraine, and other pathologies
Classes’
   Semiology of epilepsy and migraine, other neurological pathologies
   Treatment of epilepsy and migraine

Tutorials’
   Treatment of epilepsy and migraine

Module 3: Pain
Classes’
   Pain assessment
   Pharmacology of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and opiates
   Management and treatment of pain, strategies for using drugs

Tutorials’
   Pharmacology of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and opiates

* Classes (all students in amphitheater), Tutorials (small groups of students).

Assessment

Final exam about classes and tutorials.

Contact

Imad Kansau